Addressing Statistical Requirements and Practical Limitations in Development of Biomarker Panels and Prognostic Models
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Introduction

A key aspect of disease prevention and early detection for improved treatment, across a range of medical disciplines, is the development and implementation of prognostic models. Formulating such models, however, involves a range of practical challenges and associated statistical and epidemiological concerns. Although analytical approaches are generally well described for proper design, model development, and further analysis and validation of prognostic models, these methods and approaches are often poorly implemented. Overcoming these challenges must involve a combination of utilization of appropriate methodology (and statistical expertise) and better integration of resources across studies.

Discussion

Prognostic modeling generally refers to prediction of outcomes in the absence of treatment, whereas predictive modeling is specific to predicting treatment response [1], although both are often used synonymously [2]. Successful application of such models is critical for identifying high risk patients, ordering appropriate diagnostic tests, detecting early stage disease, and personalizing subsequent treatment regimens [3,4]. Prognostic models are typically developed and implemented using standard multivariable regression models, more complex modern regression methods, and/or associated statistical tools, such as nomograms [5], and incorporate multiple factors, such as demographics, occupational or environmental exposures, genetics, and/or other biomarkers (although they may be based on a single measure such as Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA) for prostate cancer or CA-125 for ovarian cancer) into prediction of disease risk or other clinical outcome (e.g. survival or disease-free survival). Clinical prognostic or prediction rules have been developed (and sometimes validated) for a number of clinical applications; Toll, et al. found over 15,000 clinical prediction rules published in 2005 alone [6,7]. For cancer research, in particular, early detection and estimation of an individual’s risk [8] (for breast, prostate, or other cancers) has evolved into a significant research topic with practical implications for counseling or other aspects of clinical decision making.

Despite the substantial potential for clinical utility of prognostic models, significant challenges exist in development and validation of such models, especially for those that utilize moderate or high dimensional biomarker panels. Errorneously optimistic findings often result from a range of study design flaws, such as prediction based on factors that systematically differ by case status, and thus lead to significant bias [9,10]. In terms of the progress toward validating and utilizing potential prognostic rules, the vast majority of published studies on prediction modeling focus on developing, or fitting the model, with many fewer studies assessing validation in a separate population; almost none of the published studies assessed actual impact on physician behavior or patient outcome [6]. In terms of biomarker-based prognostic rules, very few markers have been shown to have practical clinical utility [11]. These severe limitations are likely due to both 1) the practical challenges associated with and/or failure to recognize the importance of specific stages of developing and (externally) validating biomarker panels or other prognostic rules [2,10,12,13], which then leads to subsequent failure to advance promising prognostic rules through those stages of development and validation and 2) the poor design and reporting [11] of studies that are conducted. Substantial literature has been published critiquing even the most basic aspects of prognostic modeling, such as not justifying the selection of predictor variables and failing to validate or even cross-validate the model [14], with particular emphasis on erroneous findings from, and lack of reproducibility in studies of biomarker panels [15].

A positive aspect of this review is that many of the cited limitations and errors are entirely fixable (although many must be addressed prior to designing and conducting the study) through following existing guidelines for formulating and validating prognostic rules [10,11], conducting research in a reproducible manner [15], and implementing appropriate study designs for the given phase of research [12]. As an example of the latter concern, cross-sectional studies cannot be used to validate and/or show clinical utility, as validation and illustration of actual clinical utility can only follow from a prospective study with randomization to use or non-use of the given model and measurement of effectiveness outcomes (e.g. adoption within clinical practice, and morbidity and mortality outcomes). Another easily addressed but significant issue is appropriate use of key terms, such as reference to biomarkers as predictors versus surrogate measures, as the latter represents a far more stringent criterion [1]. Finally, more consistent inclusion of statistical expertise specific to those modeling and related statistical issues is necessary to optimize the value of information collected. For instance, testing the differences between areas under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve continues to be a commonly utilized approach for measuring the improvement in classification accuracy between two nested models, despite the fact that doing so leads to extremely low statistical power [16], and assessing the prognostic utility of new predictors is thus often better accomplished by more recently developed approaches, such as the net reclassification index or integrated discrimination improvement [17], although some debate exists concerning the resulting summary statistics and associated p-values [18].

Despite the availability of the above-mentioned fixes for many current weaknesses in development of prognostic rules, the steps
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of external validation and randomization, and the corresponding availability of multiple data sets from multiple sites is still critically necessary for validating models [1,2,19] and eventually incorporating them into clinical practice. Although internal validation, through methods such as cross-validation, may substantially reduce classification bias, they do not address any site-specific or data set-specific biases, such as measurement variability across different laboratories, or other less-easily identified factors. Addressing these factors requires the use of multi-site data, where validation, and subsequent predictions and inferences are truly unbiased. These challenges are further complicated by changes in technologies and associated measurements, as well as evolving clinical practices that may occur over time, and thus potentially necessitate further validation and model updating.

Conclusion

Development and utilization of biomarker panels and prognostic rules represents a highly significant and emerging topic with many applications across a wide range of medical disciplines. Although many challenges exist in properly developing, testing and validating these rules, many such issues are already highly addressable if given the needed attention to study design, statistical analysis methods, and interpretation of results specific to the given phase of biomarker or prognostic rule development. The most difficult, but also most necessary hurdle, however, is the sharing of data across studies and institutions to achieve external validation and overcome associated biases. Whether by formal consortiums and associated mechanisms [20,21], such as government-sponsored repositories [22], or through more informal collaborations between investigators, future studies must share resources across multiple data sets and sites to produce biomarker panels and prognostic rules that yield meaningful clinical utility.
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